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ABSTRACT

The recently proposed description of quantum system decay in terms of

repeated measurement perturbations is modified. The possibility of retarded

reductions to a unique quantum state, due to ineffective localization of the

decay products at initial time measurements, is simply taken into account.

The exponential decay lav is verified again. A modified.equation giving

the observed lifetime in terms of unperturbed quantum decay law, measurement

frequency and reduction law is derived. It predicts deviations of the observed

lifetime from the unperturbed one, together with a dependence on experimental

procedures. The influence of different model unperturbed decay laws and

reduction laws on this effect is studied.
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There i s a well-known discrepancy between the c l a s s i c a l s t a -

t i s t i c a l desc r ip t ion of the decay of uns table s t a t e s and i t s q,uantal

interpretation . Classically one assumes a constant decay probability:

N(t) being the number of undecayed systems at time t , wherefrom the

exponential decay law!

(1.2)

follows, supported by experiment. On the other hand, the quantum-mecha-

nical non-decay probability of a system, described by the state

at time 0, and by tile Hamiltonian H, is:

(1.3)

which, gives:

p(tj

Now, P(t) cannot be exponentially decreasing for all times, which is a

contradiction with (.1.2). Although P(t) is essentially exponential in

a large time interval, asymptotically it exhibits a rather power-like

decrease
2 ) and, moreover , large oscillations in the transitional re-

gion "" , making j/ even negative at some momenta, P(t) cannot be expo-

nential at small times either, since dP{t)/dti =0, as one can see from

x k) ,5) t-0

attempts to reconcile both descriptions have been performed in

two directions. One of them has been to redefine the quantal non-decay

probability U . j ) in order to change its asymptotical behaviour, mainly

on physical grounds. E.g. one may try to take into account the effect

of late arrival to the detector of slow products , or to subtract a

background in a second quantized version of (1 .3) •

Another has been to take the quantal effect of measure-

ment perturbations into account . Perturbations reduce trie system to
q)

a unique unstable state and, by reductions at random times, lead to



an actually exponential deca> law M . 2 ) , although (1.3) is non-expo-
1 . This theory has been extended to a derivation of a gene-nential

ral equation, o:

and refined 12'

motion of a system - subject to random measurements
>13'. The observed lifetime 1/~ *

11)

aas been related to
the unperturbed one? X" "* ' &iving the exponential region exp(-

() )(,1u3), by the equation 1of the unperturbed decay law

1 =
where also the measurement frequency Pi participates. Thus the observ-

ed lifetime 1/~ turns out to be different from the unperturbed,

y "1 , and to be dependent on the experimental procedure via the
" . )

measurement time /\

n

However, the possibility exists that a measurement does not reduce

the system to a unique quantum state / {f> , but to a modified one,

Our paper . is devoted to the problem of such retarded re-

ductions which might appear after a few measurements. Thus the reduc-

tion time might be greater than the measurement time ISection 2). An

exponential d^cay law expl.- y/t) is obtained again. A modification of

Eq. (2.5) is derived, relating the observed lifetime V'"" not

only to^unperturbed decay law V(t) and measurement frequency /\ , but

also to a "reduction law" (S ection It . It might reduce the deviations

of(observed lifetime V ~* from the unperturbed one Y"" (Section k) ,

but does not make them disappear. The dependence of these deviations

on different models (Section 5) for unperturbed decay laws and reduc-

tion laws is studied (section 6). The independence of the general Con-

clusions on model calculations is considered (Section 7)•

2. REDUCTION LAW

A well-known quantal effect is that a measurement giving the

result whether the system is decayed or not reduces its wav« function

by projecting out of it the relevant component. The important idea in-

troduced in Ref. 8 is that a decay law of the type ti.4) presupposes

that the system has been unperturbed before the moment t, and that the

moment of measurement t is chosen by the observer, which cannot be

true. Actually the system is subject to repeated interactions at ran-
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dora times with the environment.

This idea has been exploited in Fefs.10,14 by combining it with

the concept of localization region of decay products. E.g., the electron

shells of an atom define this region for the decay of the nucleus, and

their rearrangement after the decay tells us that the decay has been

performed. Therefore, the reduction of the system found undecayed con-

sists in projecting its wave function on the localization region, e.g.

within the radius H. According to^certainty principle, this means a

spread in wave number k of the reduced state: k-^H"1, Or in frequen-

cies (or energies, assumed fl = 1J w = vk^vR'1, where v is the veloci-

ty of the decay product and w~] = Rv"1 is the "localization time", i.e.

the time needed by the decay product to leave the localization region.

An important result of Ref.10 has been to show that in regime

conditions the reduction of the state / Y(tJ> leads practically to a

unique state / r> .As noticed before 13^ this is not strictly true

because the reduced state might depend on the times of several prece-

ding reductions.

"e start by noticing that on physical grounds such effects of

"retarded reductions" might be unimportant if w"' <u >\~*" , This is be-

cause in that case the decay products have succeeded completely in

leaving the decay region between both measurements. Our detector will

tell us definitely if our system is decayed or not, and therefore to

which component our wave function should reduce. Thi3 is^region where

the estimates of Itef.l4 would possibly be valid. On the other hand,

retarded reductions might become rather important in the case w~1,$;A~?

The effect on lifetime*, however, is of the order of magnitude A/w ^

and therefore the behaviour in that region might be crucial for the

whole argument, including the existence of the effect of lifetime

changes. If the decay products have not left the localization

region, our detector will tell us nothing, and our measurement pertur-

bation will be ineffective: it will not reduce the state IV/fJ} to

I y> . b u t will rather leave it unchanged. Thus the reduction will be

delayed until more measurement perturbations have taken place.

To describe this complication in a sufficiently simple way, we

introduce the notion of "reduction law". This can be done if we consi-

der the state of the unstable system:

(2.0



and make the decomposition *).

The indices mean: "r" — reduced, "d" - decayed, "nr™ - non-reduced, "rxd"

- non-decayed. Thus ff ,(-(•)> means' the projection of \t(C>> °n the

unstable atate \^(o)>- /f>(i.e. / t^Jt)? - < t / r(fj> jr> ) , and the

normalized / ̂ J^ %et,m coincides with / V-> . 1^ , W > is the projection

on the space of states of the decayed system with decay products having

left the localization region (reduced and decayedj, ff (t) > is the

projection of \Y{t) > on the spa.ce of states of the decayed system with

decay products inside the localization region non-reduced but decayed).

The decay law will be given by:

(2.3)

which is equivalent to O>3). '"urthermore, we define a reduction law by

the non-reduction probability:

with the notation:

Thus the probability to observe that the system tias decayed Vi.e.

it is reduced and decayed, in olvr words it nas decayed, and the decay

products have left the localization region) reads:

- PfvJ . (2.6)

If we do not find the system decayed, the state will not reduce to

[2.7)

into account

where.)1/' U) ? takes/ the intermediate case of decay products not

having left the localization region The corresponding probability will

be:

Pit) t

Furthermore, we make the following simplified assumption.. A mea-

surement which does not observe the system in a decayed state, does not.

reduce the state exactly to (2.T) but to a mixture of states:

(2.9)

a n d

7
J

The corresponding probabilities will be |_1 - r(t)j P(t) for (2.9)

and r(t) for (2.10) respectively. Thus our assumption means that the

measurement splits the state (2.7) into a mixed assembly of (2.9) and

(2.10). Physically thi3 means separation of the reduced non-decayed

systems (2.9) from the non-reduced systems (2.1O),

Finally we assume that if the system obtains the state (2,1O)

at jome moment t, its evolution in time "7" will be different from

that of (2.9), or [ift't)> , and approximately as follows. After an

additional time £~ its non-reduction . probability will be r(T") as that

of (2.9),or /̂ Yrĵ i i.e. with respect to reduction, its evolution starts

from the beginning. However its 'non-decay probability will be different

from V{V) of U.9 ) , and equal to P(t+2") instead. That̂ f'its evolution

with respect to decay remains the same as that of the :non-reducea state

[f i-t T FJ> as if no reduction happened. In fact, (2.]0) may be regard-

ed as a non-reduced state, and therefore after time c- its non-reduc-

tion probability might be assumed to be r{ £T). On the other hand, it

may be regarded as a state having both its non-decayed and decayed com-

ponents, and therefore its non-decay probability after additional time

'Z may be assumed to be that of [Y If -t'l ) ? • i*e-

*)Such a decomposition has been studied in Eef.13

- 5 -

3 , ASSEMBLY REDUCTION AND DECAY

Tiiis section deals in the first place, with the verification

oT the ex:>onorit i a i decay law (1 .2) . Secondlyt a modified



equation with respect to (,' .5) for the determination of the observed

lifetime i/ "* will be derived.

Let us introduce several auxiliary functions, We assume measure-

ments randomly distributed with frequency J\ , ao that the probabi-

lity for a system at time 0 of suffering no interaction up to time t is

exp(_— /J t), By H(t) we denote the probability that a system, having

interacted at time 0 without being observed decayed, remains non-reduced

until time t. By G(t)dt we denote the probability that a system, having

remained non-decayed until time 0, has suffered its last reduction at

an interval dt around time -t. And by F(t,T)di' - the probability

that a system, having remained non-decayed until time 0, has suffered

its. last interaction at an interval df around time - f , if it had

suffered its last reduction at time -t. Under the assumption of sta-

tionary regime conditions (.interactions have started at an infinitely

remote time in the past) all our auxiliary functions do not depend on

the choice of the moment O.

To verify the exponential decay law let us define ]/ by

^4> 0•1), and assume its possible time dependence, considering it at

a moment of time O. We can obtain an equation for its determination by

having its physical significance in mind, i.e. V is the probability

that a system will be observed to decay in a unit time interval. Let

u» choose only systems which have had their last reduction at a time

- B and their last interaction at a time - T (p £ T< &> ). The pro-

bability that such a system decays in a unit time interval around time

0 will be equal to the probability for interaction A , times the

probability for reduction 1 - r( T ) , times the probability for decay

1 - ?(&) (see Section a). Thus, to find 1/ we must use the dis-

tributions G( & ) and &{&,'£), and to integrate over all possible

times & and T" . With the notation:

(3.1)

we obtain:

- p(e)] . (3.2)

Since Q and *" do not depend on the choice of the moment 0,

neither does v . This means that we obtain the exponential decay law

(1 .2) , where V does not defend on time.

- 7 -

By similar probability arguments we get the following equations

for our auxiliary functions:

it) = -f(9>] P(&). ex/o (vf) pa)

axid

Let. us introduce another notation;

f(t-r) - - ffr-r)

(3.10

(-3-5)

bearing iaL mind that the l.h.s. of (3.4) depends on t - f only, which

can be seen from (3.^) itself. NowEq. (3.^) becomes

t

f (ti ~ i(t) + A !eJr f(*> *(t-?) (3-6)

o
and determines f(t). By integrating (3-5) over T one can obtain H(t)

t
•= 1 + X f*trf(r) (3.7)

o
and by applying 0 • 1). (3.5) and {•},(>) - also O (t) :

Hit) f(t) = f(t). (3.8)

From Eq. (3.3), after multiplying it by Ti -j?(t)Jp(t) and

(3.9)

integrating over t,we eliminate
•CM

(3.9) i s our modified equa t ion f o r determining the observed l i f e -

t ime V , and i t replaces (1.5).

In i-ne s p e c i a l case off r e t a r d e d r e d u c t i o n s , i . e . non-reduction

;iroiiat>ili ty r ( t ) = O for t > n (every i n t e r a c t i o n causes r e d u c t i o n ,

- a -



with probability t - r(t) = 1),we obtain 0 (t) = 0 from (3.1),

f(t) = O from (3.6), and H(t) = ejp(- Jt) from ( li . 7 ) . In this case

(3-9) reduces to \1.5). To illustrate a slightly more complicated case,

let us take r(t) = exp(-wt). Now f(t) = exp (J\ - w)t from (3.6),

H(t) = £w.exp(-At) - A ,exp(-wt)J//w ->] from (3.7), and j? (t ) =
1~1= exp(-wt)H(t)"' from (3.8).

We can transform our modified Eq,(3.yj into another final form

by using (3-7) and (3.8),

(3.10)

-Xr)t (TJ

where H(t) = dH(t)/dt satisfies

= - A

} JcJr

In the general case (3»1O) shows that \J depends not only on measure-

ment frequency fy and unperturbed quantum decay law p(t) , but also on

the reduction law r(t) via H(t).

k. GENERAL CONSEQUENCES COHCERFTIIJG OBSERVED LIFETIMES

If we assume that the condition

io satisfied, then (3.10) gives ]/

, all t 0 ,

V~ ~ , i.e. observed life-

time 1/ "" not shorter than unperturbed one )T . In the unrealistic

(according to aection 1} situation p(t) = exp(-Jt), (3.!o) gives

M ~ = )F~ independently on measurement frequency A and reduction

law r(t). Both statements are easily proved if one uses the properties

of H(t) following from its physical meaning: H(t) - a decreasing func-

tion of t, H(O) = 1, H(oo) = O.

The important times t, determining i/ in Eq.(3.1O), are

of the order of magnitude A . according to (3.11), and •£< fl

On the other hand,r(t) decreases from 1 to 0 with a mean time about

w"1 (the localization time - Sections2 and 5). and thus times t <£< w

will be unimportant inEq.(3.1O) (according to (3.n). from 1 - r(t)«

5 0 follows H(t) v o at initial times) or in the equivalent Eq.(3.9)

(according to ( y•t) and (J.k) also 1 - < > ( t ) ~ O at the same times) . As

a consequence V ~ Z Y~ f o r A ' >? t<.r~ , since then, for t «- A
1 •" 1, -1

pp v , p(t) ^ exp(- ft). The effect V - f will increase
with decreasing ,\ " due to P(t) > exp(- / t) normally for t -^

\ -1 ^ -1

r* A "~ w (see Eef.i4 and Section 5). However, the finite non-

reduction probability r(t) ̂  0 will act in the opposite direction and

decrease the effect as compared with that predicted by Eq.(1.5),

due to the ineffective tontiitiuliuu froji times t ̂ _̂ w consideredabove. One can even 'become suspicious if the effect ]/ —if

of measurement influence on lifetimes ' will not disappear.

To illustrate the situation let us look at Fig.l . We have

plotted an idealized decay law P(t) by a full line (the long living
1 i — 1 -1 -1

tail t »y- is omitted, since only the region t ~ A , w <•< %
is important as discussed above). It is greater than the exponential
exp( - ft.) (the dotted line)

t <

for times t <^ w , or more precisely
f - 1 ^

w ; thus the approximate
< Y~~' , and equal to it for t

notion of a "deviation limit time" w has been introduced. Also,

in Fig. 1 a corresponding reduction law r(t), or more exactly, the

reduction probability 1 - r(t),is presented by a dashed line.

If the situation r(t) = 1 for all t < w'~ could be fulfilled

(the deviation of the dashed line from O starts not earlier than at

the deviation limit time w " ), then we would also get O (t) = 1 and

M(t) = 1 for t < w'"1 (Eqs.(3.6), (3.7). (3.8) and (3.11.)). In this

case (3-10) would predict 1/ = )T , and the effect would dis-

appear for any X . On the other hand, if r(t) < 1 starts earlier

than w'"1 ( as shown in the figure), Eq.13.10) gives V ~ > f~ ,
- 1 - 1and the effect V — f cannot be reduced to 0.

discussed in the

5. MODELS OF REDUCTION AND DECA/ LAWS

To investigate if the effect I/"1- lr" .

previous section, exists, to be able to make numerical estimates, and

thus conclusions about the influence of measurements on observed

lifetimes J/ , we have to become more specific with respect to the

decay P(t) and the reduction r(t) laws.

We start with a model for the state:

- IO -



= f
u-~

(5.1J

(
ur*/v 7

j
normalized to unity ^Y(t) Ir(t) s= '> fie bracket <r'f'lY'? being under-

stood as an integration of the product over E. This is an extension

and modification of the tnodei proposed 4.11 Ref.9 and applied in Ref.l4,

In fact, for q = 0 our formula (5.1) is different from (3.6) of R-ef.14

only by the change of the sharp cut at E Q + w/2 in Ref .14 to a smooth one

here;it is represented by the pnergy denominator dependent on w in

(5.1). As explained in Refs.9,14, this cut is introduced because measure-

ment projects the state on a localization region with finite dimen-

sions, life introduce a second term under the square root sign dependent

on the parameter n (2W ^ -I + J /w2 <~ -1 for positive definite-

ness of the expression under the square root sign). It might be inter-

preted as due to decay products having remained in the localization

region after the system has been measured and found non-decayed.. The

case 2j7 = -1 + /• /w would correspond to a model near that of

Refs.9il4 again, with a stronger smooth cut (the energy denominator

dependent on w in (5.1} in this case will be the second power of that

in the case t7 = o). Simple models of chain decay show that r? should

have the order of magnitude 1.

Inserting (5.0 into (2.3) and using the residuum theorem from

analytical function theory to perform the integration over E, we get

the decay law:

Pit) =
!5.2)

2.

Ve see that it has a proper behaviour, according to Section I.for small

times and for times t » w" . m fact, it satisfies the relations:

dP(t)/dti = O, and P(t) i£ eip(- jr t)J .(under the assumption

w~ << / ~ (Section 2). The asymptotic deviations from the exponential

law in the region t >/" f"~ (Section 1) are not taken into account,

but they are unimportant for the observed lifitime ]/ ~ determination,

as discussed in Section t. An investigation of (5.2) shows that

e*p( f t)p(t) (= 1, for t = 0) is an increasing function of t for f) £

and an initially increasing, reaching a maximum, and decreasing func-

tion for r) > 0. Its asymptotic value is p = fw/(w + ( tj - ')/")/ ,

p > 1 , = 1 i or < 1 for n < 1 , = 1 , > I. Thus the condition (4.1)

with strict inequalities is satisfied if n <T i, and (4.1) is vio-

lated ii , ^ i nl i-ar̂ e t.

To obtain the reduction law we assume that the appropriate

state -(2.5) after normalisation: j f"^ (f) ><lM^_ - is given by the term3

in (5.1) independent of f~ , i.e.

The condition for positive definitenesa impliea ZT ^ "̂  • ̂  our

assumptioa is to be taken exactly, then ? = — /? , and thus we would

have 2n ^ 1, i.e. -1 <^ 2 ft *' 1 . We shall consider these as "nor-

mal" cases. According to the above discussion they all satisfy the con-

dition (h.i) with strict inequalities. In order to make the investiga-

tion more complete, we also include " abnormal" cases 2 V? !?" 1 , and

even 2 »7 > 2 - violating the condition (U.l).

We get the reduction law by inserting (5.3) into (2.4)s

(a = / I1 =

f1 *

We are going to treat all cases of different decay law; with two reduc

tion laws of the ty,pe (5.4) only; ^ = 0: r(t) = exp(-wt), and ^ = o

r(t) = (1 + wt/2)Zexp(-wt).

6, OBSiOHVEJJ LIFETIME CALCULATIONS

The cases considered in calculations are coded and explained

in the first three columns of Table I. In addition to several decay

laws (5.2) at different values of the f) parameter, two more decay

laws are considered:

(6.1)

- 11; -



having the same asymptotic behaviour as (5.2) for 2 Yj = 2, and

+• ffi+iH) ZXf>{-ivtjj , (6.2)

having asymptotic behaviour near to that of (5.2J for 2 fj = 3 . In ad-

dition to the reduction laws (S.'O T - 0, <5O , the simple reduction

law r(t) = o for t. y- O is also considered. As explained in Section 3

this means returning to the special case of no retarded reductions, i.

e. to the application of the simpler Eq. (1»5) o f Refs.1Oti4.

All the cases in Table I allow an exact analytical solution

of Eqa.(3)-(1O). This situation is illustrated in the Appendix by formu-

la (A.2) for decay laws (5.2) with any fl and reduction law r(t) = 0

covering cases 1 - 6a, A(3) for the same decay laws but reduction law

(5.'*) with > = o, covering cases 1 - 6b, and A(4) for the same decay

laws but reduction law (5.k) with 2r = 3O , covering cases 1 - 6c.

The numerical calculations have been performed with modifica-

tions of formulae (A.2 - k) and of the formulae corresDonding to the

remaining cases in the table. They have allowed y,\> to te neglected in

the relative deviation of observed from unperturbed lifetime

[ r-V} /f = fy'r—y"1)/i/'t obtaining it thus as a function of rela-

tive measurement to localization frequency A/w only. The final

simplified formulae obtained in this wayt corresponding to (A.Z) , (A.3)

and (k.h) , are (A.8), (A.9) and (A.IO) respectively, in the Appendix.

The results are compiled in the remaining columns of Table I

One can see from the table that the introduction of retarded reductions

(cases b, c) does not change much the results for X/uT 4*^ 1 as com-

pared withthose of Ref.)k (cases a). However, it influences them drasti-

cally for X /U/~ yy 1. This was to be expected since, as explained in

Section k, retarded reductions influence the integrand in (j.10) for

times t jj w~ only, and the times determining the value of the integ-

ral in (3.10) are t <v A ~ . If the absolute value of the effect for

cases a and b is maximum at A /w = oo , it has its maximum at

,\ /w /v 1 for cases e. One can even obtain no effect, { f- V) / )f- 0 for

^ /v = oo (cases c) instead of an infinitely long |/ -oe>, (f-W / y = 1'

(cases a). Everywhere the strongly retarded reductions (cases c) give

smaller (y-t/J/j^ than the weakly retarded reductions (cases b) ,

and atiil smaller than the non-retarded ones (cases a).'

One can also observe a strong dependence of the effect on de-

cay law* Thus (y^ t/ )/jf -*-3 axstematically decreasing at a given /\ /w

- 13 -

value with increasing parameter ^ , changing even its sign. However,

if one considers the "normal" cases 1 , 2 , 3 (see Section 5) only,

(Y~-t/)/f remains positive as in Fef. 14,Although it decreases by the

introduction of retarded reductions (cases b and c), and although no ab-

normal stability J/ ~ = oO . (tf~~V)/r- 1 . appears as compared to non-

retarded reductions (cases a ) , tiie influence of measurement frequency

on observed lifetime does not disappear. For all the normal 1 , 2 , 3

cases, at a given reduction law r(t) and relative measurement frequen-

cy A / w , the effects fy~^i,)/ir are not very different.

7. CONCLUSION

All "normal" cases (in the sense of Section 5) fulfil also the

condition (k,l). For all such cases the effect (}T~t/lJ/'fr o f measure-

ment influence on lifetimes exists and ia positive for n /w jt 0, oo .

Retarded reductions reduce its value but do not make It disappear.

This is due to the fact that reduction probability 1 - r(t) starts to

be non-zero in the same region where non-decay probability P(t) still

exceeds the pure exponential exp(— ST t) (Section k), because both re-

gions are determined by the same parameter of localization time w~

(Section 5). The values of the effect depend strongly on relative mea-

surement to localization frequency A/w, being observable for A/w"1.

As discussed in R ef. 14, the normal experimental situation is A / » < * '>

but there are special cases when favourable coditions A /w & 1 can

be expected.

One can introduce "atinomial" cases which violate condition

(̂ .1) . Zero and negative effects might then appear as well. However, our

model of Section 5 would never give a zero effect for all /\ /w. In

fact, we have P(t) = p,exp(- y*t) asymptotically, with p > 1, = 1 or

< 1 for *7 < 1, = 1 or > 1 respectively (Section 5)» Thus for

A /w f. o, oe we shall obtain (/T-V)/,f>0 ̂ n *ne first two cases,

and (,f~V)/,f< 0 for A /* <?< 1 in the third case.

Table I shows a model dependence of the effect. Consequently

the question if a zero effect could possibly exist at a special situ-.

ation ia not answered in this way. in the case where P(t) satisfies

condition (k.\) a general statement is easy. If p(*o) > exp(-V~t }

for some to , and the functions in (3.1O) are continuous, one obtains

w"1 y / '' f o r f o r which H(t0) ^ 0.



If we accept cases where p(t) does not satisfy (4,1), a general

proof of a weaker statement, i.e. that a zero-effect for any ^ is

impossible, is more difficult. However, one can expect to be able to

treat the problem under sufficiently general conditions. Suppose the

existence of a type of generalized Laplace transformation can be veri-

fied; - /P'H(t) in 13.10) plays the role of exp(-^t) of the usual

Laplace transformation. In' this- case one can prove the statement for-

mulated above. As an illustration we shall confine ourselves to the

simpler Eq.. ( 1 .5) , where the usual Laplace transformation can be

applied. Suppose )/ is independent of A. Then (1.5J can be interpre-

ted in such a way that \ " 1
i 9 t h e L a p i a c e transform to exp(|/t)P{t)

 15'.

But from the uniqueness of the original ^ it would follow : hat

exp( y-t)p(t)̂  = 1 for all t, which would contradict the fartj*P7t) is not

pure exponential (Section l). Thug a solution of (1.5) giving a decay

constant y independent of measurement frequency /\ doe,0- not exist.
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APPENDIX

EXPLICIT FOHM OF LIFETIME EQUATION

The integral Eq. (3.'i)t or (3-6) together with (3.7). can

be solved analytically for the function H(t) entering the lifetime

Eq. (3.10); also the integration in (3.1O) can be performed analyti-

cally for all the model cases considered in the table.

As a first example we take^decay law (5.2) (any^) and reduc-

tion law r{t) = 0, t > O. With the following notation*:

(A.I)

ur
Eq.{3.10), reducing in this case to (1.5) 1 gives

' 1 (A.2)

With the same decay law (5.2), but reduction law (5-4), 2j = O, (3.10)

gives

. , ItA ur
L.3)

j
Finally with the same decay law (5.2), but reduction law ($.k),t^a CO ,

(3.10) gives
-t-k

^
(A. h)

In (A.h) oC (real), yL (complex) and

are the three roots of the equation

(the complex conjugate to

- 16 -
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-<l+i< (A.5)

and a1 (real), a2 (complex) are obtained as solutions of the linear

system

' * " , ' • * • • <
" '

If we transform (3.10) by partial integration, we obtain di-

rectly (jT"i^)/f i I.e. the effects of relative deviations of observed

from unperturbed lifetime. Ve can simplify them by neglecting )f,]/ as

compared with A < v, Thus we obtain the effect as a function of A/v

only. With the notations

(A.7)

(A.8)

we obtain the simplified version of (A.2) (r(t) = 0 , t > o) ,

the simplified version of (A.3) (r(t) from (5.*0» Z = 0 ) ,

(x.9)
(X +

and, finally, the simplified version of (A.^) (r(t) from (5 .k) ,

u 1,
a.

1/2.)
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TABLE i
ab la t ive deviat ion ( r - v>/ ^ - (V~1-£ S/V* of observed fron unperturbed l i fe t ime as a function of r e l a t i v e
•easurement to loca l i za t ion frequency pi/w for different cases of decay,P(t) ami reduction lavs r [ t ) .

case

2 a
2 b (5.2)/O
2 c ( 5 . 2 ) / O

3 a
3 b
3 c

4 c
4 ' a

5 a
5 b
5 c
5 'a
5'b
5 'c

5.2)M
5.2 A i

5.2)A1

(5.2)A2(5.2
5.2
6.1
6.1)

A 2
A 2

(5.2)A3
C5.2)/+3
'5.2 /+3
6.2
6.2

(6.2

6 a (5.2}/+4
6 b {5 .2 )A4
6 c (<

(5.4)/O
()

5?4}/O
45/

5-M/o

0
(5 .4 ) /O

(5.
(5.

4)/O
)/

o
( 5 . 4 ) / O
( ^ )

o
0
o

0
0
0

0
0
o

0
0
0
o
0
o
o
o
0
o
0

0
0
0

0 . 1

+0.2361
+0.2306
+0.2148

+0.1667
+0.1616
+0.1484

+0.0972
+0.0926
+0.0819

+0.0278
+0.0236
+0.0155
+0.0083
+0.0053

-0.0417
-0.0455
-0.0510
-0.0594
-0.0625
-0.0647

-0.1111
-0.1145
-0.1175

Effect ( f- V)/

0.2 0.5 1 10

+0.3878
+0.3715

+0.2857
+0.2698

+0.1837
+0.1682

+0.0816
+0.0665

+O.O278
+0.0165

-0.O204
-0.0351

-0.0648
-0.0779

-0.1224
-0,1368

+O.6250 +0.7778 +0.880
+0.5741 +0.6852 +O.743

+0.4187
+0.5000
+0.4444

+0.3750
+0.3148

+0.2500
+0.1852

+O.1111
+0.0648

+0.1250
+ 0.0.556

+0.0370
-0,0339

0
-0.0741.

+0.6667
+0.5556
+0.3064

+0.5556
+0.4259
+0.1940

+<O.4444
+0.2963
+0.0817
+0.2500
+0.1.250

+0.3333
+0.1667
-0.0306
+0.2500
+O.O625
-0.0853

+0.2222
-o.0370
-0.1430

0.90OO
+0.6222

+0.7200
+0.5007

+0.640^3
+O.379|3

+O.4U44
+0.185:2

+0.5600
+0.2578

+0.5185
+0.1605

+0.48O0
+O.I363

+0.9504 +0.9751 +1
+0.7706 +0.7758 +0.7778

+0.1215 0
+0.9091 +O.9524 +1
+O.6566 +0.6638 +0.6667

+0.0833 0

+0.8678 +0.9297 +1'
+0.5425 +0.5518 +0.5556

+O.O45T O

+0.8264
+0.4285

+0.6944
+O.2315

+ 0.7851'
+0.3145

+0.7870
+0.2276

+ O.8844i
+0.3278
-0.0313
+0.8941
+0.2435
-0.0361

+O.743d +0.8617
+0.2005 +0.2158

-O.O695

+1
+0.4444

+O.9070
+0.4398
+0.0069 o
+ 0.8264 +1.
+0.2442 +0.25

+ 1
+0.3333

o
+ 1
+0.25

0

+ 1
+0.2222

0
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